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1 Report on the workshopThe interplay between mathematics and computer science has traditionally centered aroundareas in logic, category theory and discrete mathematics. In recent years new connectionsbetween mathematics and computer science have emerged from such unexpected quarters asalgebraic topology, di�erential geometry, dynamical systems and operator algebras. These newdevelopments hold the promise of bringing new insights and powerful mathematical tools tobear on problems in computing. At the same time, such problems have opened new avenuesof exploration for the mathematician.To investigate these developments and to introduce them to a wider audience, a workshopon \New Connections between Mathematics and Computer Science" was held at the IsaacNewton Institute for Mathematical Sciences in Cambridge, England from 20-24 November1995. It was timed to take advantage of parallel programmes in "Semantics of Computation"and "From Finite to In�nite Dimensional Dynamical Systems" at the Issac Newton Institutein the second half of 1995. The workshop was hosted jointly by the two programmes and byHewlett-Packard's Basic Research Institute in the Mathematical Sciences (BRIMS) in Bristol,England. The workshop was organised by Jeremy Gunawardena of BRIMS, who was also aparticipant at the \Semantics of Concurrency" programme.Each day of the workshop was devoted to a single theme. The �ve themes were, in chronologicalorder:� Di�erential geometry of algorithms,� Developments in complexity theory,� Algebraic topology and distributed computation,� Dynamics of proof and computation,� Geometry of images and computer vision.The choice of these particular themes was inuenced in part by the two programmes at theNewton Institute and in part by the prejudices of the organiser. The \Connections betweenMathematics and Computer Science" cover a broad spectrum of areas and a number of work-shops could have been held under the same title with little overlap among the participants. Ifthere is a coherent thread among the various themes it is that of dynamics and geometry.Four tutorial lectures of one hour each were given in the morning sessions by invited speakersand a small number of half hour contributed talks were given in the late afternoon. Theprogramme was arranged to allow maximum time for discussion among the participants.Particular emphasis was placed on attracting students and, due to generous �nancial support(see below), it was possible to fund 7 United Kingdom research students to attend the work-shop. There were 62 registered participants, excluding some unregistered participants who werealready present at the Isaac Newton Institute. By country of a�liation, these broke down asfollows: 28 (UK), 10 (USA), 7 (France), 3 (Denmark), 2 (Canada), 2 (Germany), 2 (Holland),2 (Italy), 1 (Belgium), 1 (Hong Kong), 1 (Japan), 1 (Mexico), 1 (Poland), 1 (Russia).1



This workshop bought together a very disparate group of people who were not only unfamiliarwith each other's work but often operating on the basis of quite di�erent philosophies. In ret-rospect, and for the bene�t of future workshops of a similar nature, it would have been helpfulto have devoted some time to basic introductory lectures on dynamical systems and topol-ogy (from the mathematical side) and complexity theory and semantics (from the computerscience side). Nevertheless, judging from the comments of a number of people, the workshopwas stimulating and suggested the emergence of new and fruitful areas of study for both themathematician and the computer scientist.A independent review of the workshop by John Baez, one of the participants, appears in aweekly world wide web column on \This week's �nds in mathematical physics" (accessible atURL:http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/week70.html) and gives some idea of the scope of materialthat was presented.Cambridge University Press have expressed interest in publishing a collection of articles basedon the workshop. Further information regarding this may be obtained from Jeremy Gunawar-dena.The next section of this report contains the abstracts of each talk (both invited and contributed)that was presented. The �nal section contains a bibliography of relevant papers refered to inthe abstracts.The workshop was �nancially supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences ResearchCouncil (EPSRC) of the United Kingdom, the London Mathematical Society (LMS) andBRIMS. The LMS funding was obtained under the MathFit initiative|Mathematics for Infor-mation Technology|for which this was the introductory workshop. MathFit is currently beingconsidered by EPSRC as a managed programme. Further information on the intitiative is avail-able from Professor Ursula Martin, at the Department of Computer Science at the Universityof St-Andrews, or on the world wide web at URL:http://www.qmw.ac.uk/�lms/math�t.html.Further information about BRIMS, including a copy of this report, is available on the worldwide web at URL:http://www-uk.hpl.hp.com/brims/.
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2 Abstracts of talksThe combinatorics of abstract data typesMike Atkinson, Department of Computer Science, University of St-Andrewsmda@dcs.st-and.ac.ukAn abstract data type may be regarded as a machine whose instruction set is the set of allowedoperations which characterise the data type. The theory of machines has traditionally beenconcerned with the relationship between input sequences to the machine and output sequences.We shall discuss the combinatorial aspects of this relationship in the case of various data typesregarded as machines. For references, see [2, 3, 58].n-Categories in logic, topology and physicsJohn Baez, Department of Mathematics, University of California at Riversidebaez@ucrmath.ucr.eduLoosely speaking, an `n-category' is a structure with objects, morphisms between objects,morphisms between morphisms or `2-morphisms', and so on up to n-morphisms. While onlywell-understood for low n at present, n-categories appear to provide a framework for under-standing `processes between processes', thus making precise certain analogies between logic,topology, and physics. In categorical logic, the process of `weakening' consists of replacingequational laws by speci�ed natural isomorphisms, which then must satisfy certain equationsof their own to be manipulated with some of the same facility as the original equations. (Forexample, the product of real numbers is strictly associative, while the tensor product of vectorspaces is only associative up to natural isomorphism.) To iterate this process we need somenotion of n-category. On the other hand, homotopy theory may be regarded as the study of then-category associated to a space whose objects are points of the space, whose morphisms arepaths, whose 2-morphisms are paths between paths, and so on. The n-categorical coherencelaws arise naturally from the topology in this context. Similarly, in topological quantum �eldtheory, n-dimensional cobordisms may be represented as n-morphisms, and important equa-tions such as the Yang-Baxter and Zamolodchikov equations can also be seen as n-categoricalcoherence laws. Here we sketch some of the main ideas involved, illustrating them with manyexamples. For references, see [5, 6].Complexity of trajectories in rectangular billiardsYuliy Baryshnikov, School of Mathematics, University of Hully.baryshnikov@maths.hull.ac.ukTake a cube as a billiard domain and a generic trajectory in it. Apparently, nothing moresimple can be imagined in billiards - but even here some complexities hide. Write down thenumber i each time the trajectory hits a wall parellel to i-th coordinate hyperplane and countthe number of di�erent words of length n in the resulting in�nite word. This number as function3



of n is called the complexity of the trajectory. A classical result by Morse and Hedlund, [55], isthat the complexity in dimension 2 does not depend on trajectory (and equals to n+1). Thiswas generalized recently, [1], to three dimensions. I prove the independence in all dimensionsand �nd the function, [7]. The in�nite words arise actually in great many areas like computersciences (digitalized straight lines, �nite languages), game theory and quasicrystalls. The proofhints at some possible underlying structures like combinatorial theory of in�nite-dimensionalpolytopes or multidimensional generalisations of chain fractions.Discrete computations and Hamiltonian and gradient owsAnthony M. Bloch, Department of Mathematics, University of Michiganabloch@math.lsa.umich.eduIn this talk I will discuss some of the connections between the theory of gradient ows andintegrable Hamiltonian systems and various discrete computations. In particular I will discusshow problems of least squares �tting, the sorting of numbers and linear programming can becouched as discrete versions of smooth Hamiltonian and/or gradient ows.I will explain a natural dualism that arises between gradient ows and integrable or solvablesystems and the importance of the geometry of the moment map. The latter gives rise to aconvex polytope which plays a crucial role in the computations and especially in understandinglinear programming by interior point methods. I will discuss some of the theory of integrablesystems with particular reference to the Toda lattice system which plays a key role in thiswork. I will also discuss some extensions of these ideas to an in�nite dimensional setting. Thetalk describes mainly joint work with R. Brockett, H. Flaschka and T. Ratiu. See, for instance,[9, 10, 11].From curve complexity to perceptual groupingBenoit Dubuc and Steven W. Zucker, Center for Intelligent Machines, McGill Universitybenoit@athena.mcrcim.mcgill.eduA classical problem in the design of a general purpose arti�cial vision system is the localizationof image curves (edges or bars), commonly referred to as \edge detection". Edge detection leadsto a basic issue in perceptual grouping: once the local structure is established, the transitionto global structure must be e�ected. To illustrate, consider an edge element inferred from anunknown image. Is it part of a curve, or perhaps part of a texture? If the former, which isthe next element along the curve. If the pattern is a texture, is it a ow pattern, in whichnearby elements are oriented similarly, or a turbulence pattern, in which they are not. Thesequestions of perceptual grouping are linked to the relations existing between the di�erent typesof measures on curves. These might include the length, the area covered, or the number ofcomponents, and it is the relationship between these that is important both theoretically andpractically.In this presentation we propose a unifying theory of early visual structure from the moreabstract perspective of geometric measure theory. The theory is built upon the notion ofa tangent map, as this derives from edge detection, and results in a measure of structural4



complexity that requires separate normal and tangential components. Thus the descriptiverepertoire is de�ned not just by the tangents, or the salient length property of curves, but bythe full spatial context in which tangents are distributed. Natural extrema in the complexitymap de�ne semantically-meaningful structural categories, including dust, curves, turbulence,and ows. These categories capture the �rst stages of segmentation; but via complexity analysisnot pixel grouping.For a reference, see [18].Dynamical systems, measures and fractals via domain theoryAbbas Edalat, Department of Computing, Imperial College Londonae@doc.ic.ac.ukDomain theory investigates properties of \continuous posets". It was introduced by Dana Scottin 1970 as a mathematical theory of computation in the semantics of programming languages,and since then, it has developed extensively in various areas of semantics.In recent years, a new direction for applications of domain theory has emerged as it was un-covered that there are indeed natural domain-theoretic computational structures in dynamicalsystems, measure theory and fractals. In particular, a computational framework for measuretheory was established, which then led to a generalisation of the Riemann theory of integrationwith diverse applications.We will give a survey of this work and describe a number of results and algorithms in theperiodic doubling route to chaos and in the theory of iterated function systems, with applica-tions in the one-dimensional random �eld Ising model, forgetful neural nets and fractal imagecompression. We also explain the basics of a programming language with a real number datatype for exact real number computation which includes computing integrals.For references, see, [19, 20, 21].Computer science contradicts mathematicsPeter Freyd, Department of Mathematics, University of Pennsylvaniapjf@saul.cis.upenn.eduThe �rst task in the semantics of programming is to make sense out of what it is that thedesigners of programming languages do. The situation is reminiscent of the interplay betweenquantum physics and mathematics: the applied researchers make progress using what appearsto be mathematically unsound; the pure researchers are challenged to �nd mathematicallysound settings to account for the progress of the applications; the pure and the applied proceedto transform each other|and with luck|transform each other to each other's great bene�t.In a programming language that allows user-de�ned data-types one may interpret the rules ofthe language as the description a category, which category often looks quite impossible froma traditional mathematical perspective. Indeed, the \completeness" conditions in categoriesthat arise, on one hand, from mathematics and on the other hand, from computer science are5



usually quite contradictory.Many programming languages describe what have been called \algebraically complete"|andeven more stringent|\algebraically compact" categories. There is, up to equivalence, onlyone example of the latter that is also a complete category in the usual mathematical sense, towit, the category with just one morphism. The motivating property of algebraically compactcategories in computer science is that for any endofunctor, T , (read \data-type constructor")on any number of covariant and any number of contravariant variables there is a \�xed-point",that is, an object, A, such that T (A;A; � � � ; A) is canonically isomorphic to A. Moreover,among all such �xed-points there is one that appears as a retract of all the others. It surprisedthe writer that there are algebraically compact categories that arise in pure mathematics, themost easily described being the category whose objects are separable Hilbert spaces and whosemaps are linear maps of norm at most one.Recent work of Izumaya and Sano on a�ne di�erential geometry in the planePeter Giblin, Department of Mathematics, University of Liverpoolsu15@liverpool.ac.ukThe Euclidean di�erential geometry of plane curves can be studied by means of functions calledheight functions and distance squared functions. Recently Izumaya and Sano have suggesteda way of extending this method to a�ne di�erential geometry.Geometry of proofsJean-Yves Girard, University of Marseillegirard@lmd.univ-mrs.frLinear logic reintroduced a classical symmetry in the constructive universe that was absentfrom intuitionistic logic. The symmetrization of natural deduction induced proof-nets, a kindof graph-like semantics, for which a geometrical correctness criterion was found.From this it turns out that the syntactical manipulations coming from proof-theory are nothingbut the symbolic solution of a geometrical problem: the inversion of an operator in a C�-algebra.The forthcoming book (Cambridge, May or June) \Advances in Linear Logic" contains severalsurvey papers, on linear logic, geometry of interaction and proof-nets.Scheduling problems and homotopy theoryEric Goubault, ENS Pariseric.goubault@ens.frI will introduce some typical scheduling problems that arise in many areas of computer science.For instance, the correctness of concurrent databases, or the robustness to failures of processorsin distributed systems, [42], can all be expressed as scheduling properties of the actions of6



the di�erent processes involved. Verifying that a parallel program can be implemented ona given architecture (shared resources or channels of communication) also relies on speci�cand sometimes intricate scheduling properties. I will develop a semantic framework basedon Higher-Dimensional Automata (HDA), [27], for describing such concurrent and distributedsystems. Then I will show that schedulers can be described, using a homotopy theory of theseHDA, as deformation retracts, [26]. This homotopy theory is slightly di�erent from the usualhomotopy theory for say, CW-complexes, in that we are not allowed to reverse time. But stillwe can de�ne homotopy groups for which Hurewicz-like and Seifer/Van Kampen-like propertieshold. Connections with word problems, [45, 29, 70], and parallelization of programs will alsobe sketched. See also [33, 39].Complexity in groupsMikhail Gromov, IHES Parisgromov@ihes.frMany standard complexity problem can be adequately translated to the group theoretic lan-guage. The group theoretic language is easy to make geometric which suggest a similar ge-ometrization of more traditional problems in the complexity theory. See [56], particularly theIntroduction, for some related observations.Digital circuits and nonexpansive mapsJeremy Gunawardena, BRIMS, HP Labs Bristoljhcg@hplb.hpl.hp.comIn this talk I will discuss certain discrete dynamical systems, F : Rn ! Rn, in which themaps, F , are nonexpansive in the supremum norm, [34]. Such systems arise, for instance, inmodelling the timing behaviour of certain digital circuits, [30]. The geometry of Rn with thesupremum norm constrains the dynamics in ways that are still quite mysterious. Of particularinterest for the applications is the asymptotic average, or cycle time vector, limk!1 F k(x)=kwhich, when it exists, appears to give information on the existence of �xed points of F , [31].I will mention some new results that shed light on this asymptotic average, [36]. I will thendescribe the main conjecture regarding the cycle time vector and explain some of the specialcases in which it has been proved, [31, 32]. This work suggests that some aspects of the classicalPerron-Frobenius theory can be extended to nonlinear operators.Part of this is joint work with Mike Keane and Colin Sparrow.Theoretical aspects of morphological image processingHenk Heijmans, CWI, Amsterdamhenkh@cwi.nlMathematical morphology is a quantitative approach in image analysis which, on the practicalside, has been applied successfully in various disciplines such as mineralogy, medical diagnostics7



and histology, and, on the theoretical side, has been provided with a solid mathematical basisleaning on concepts from algebra, topology, integral geometry and stochastic geometry.The central idea of mathematical morphology is to examine the geometrical structure of animage by matching it with small patterns at various locations in the image. By varying thesize and the shape of the matching patterns, called structuring elements, one can extract usefulinformation about the shape of the di�erent parts of the image and their interrelations. Ingeneral the procedure results in nonlinear image operators which are well-suited for the analysisof the geometrical and topological structure of an image.Originally, mathematical morphology has been developed for binary images which can berepresented mathematically as sets. The corresponding morphological operators use essentiallythree ingredients from set theory, namely set intersection, union, complementation and alsotranslation. But the urgent need for a more general theory including other object spaces has�nally led to the observation that a general theory on morphological image analysis should bebased upon the assumption that the underlying image space is a complete lattice.In our talk we will try to give the audience a basic understanding of the mathematics behindmorphology. For references, see [4, 37, 38].Quantum computation and Shor's factoring algorithmRichard Jozsa, University of Plymouthp08205@prime-a.plymouth.ac.ukQuantum phenomena lead to qualitatively new modes of computation which are not in therepertoire of any classical computing device such as a general purpose digital computer. Aquantum computer cannot compute any Turing-non-computable function but it may be ableto perform computations more e�ciently than any classical device. Indeed Peter Shor hasshown how integers can be e�ciently factorised on a quantum computer|a problem for whichthere is no known e�cient (i.e. polynomial-time) classical (even randomised) algorithm.In this talk we describe the essential principles of quantum computation and discuss Shor'squantum factoring algorithm, including a brief review of the (elementary) quantum theoryrequired.For references, see, [8, 17, 22, 24, 65].Homological methods and word problemsYves Lafont, University of Marseillelafont@lmd.univ-mrs.frComplete (or convergent) rewrite systems have been introduced as a tool for solving wordproblems. Anick and Squier discovered that they can also be used for calculating homologicalinvariants. This allows for instance to construct counterexamples in the theory of completerewrite systems. I will present some of the main ideas and results in this new area.8



Distributed computation and the twisted isomorphismMichael Manthey, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Aalborg Universitymanthey@iesd.auc.dkThis work is the result of pursuing the idea of representing all aspects of computation in termsof patterns of synchronization. Computationally, the context is that of truly distributed,self- organizing, growing systems embedded in an environmental surround, where the sys-tem/environment boundary is constituted by primitive binary sensors and e�ectors. Mathe-matically, the context is discrete and �nite (but unbounded).The starting point is to view the succession of individual discrete sensor states (= primitiveprocess states) as distinctions - that is, exclusions - in the time domain. The contrary distinc-tion to exclusion is then `co-occurrence', which, following Leibniz, is a space-like distinction. Itthen follows that `action' can be expressed as co-occurrences that exclude each other, which wecall `co-exclusion'. Co-exclusion expresses the computational concept called `mutual exclusion'between processes, and the two constituent co-occurrences of an action de�ned by co-exclusiondesignate that action's pre- and post-conditions, although which is `pre' which is `post' de-pends on the current state of the environment. We have im-plemented a system called Topsyon this basis, and are currently carrying out various experiments, [23]; [71] is interesting inthis connection.Taking binary sensors over the �eld (�1; 0; 1) and imposing a vector space structure on theset of sensors, it can be shown that they satisfy the requirement of a Cli�ord algebra, whose+ is then in-terpreted as `co-occurrence' and whose product as mutual exclusion or action.Hence, for sensors A and B, the expression A+�A = 0 means that a given value of sensor Acannot co-occur with its opposite value, and AB(A+ B)BA = �A+�B expresses the e�ectof carrying out action AB on the state A+B, [44, 48, 49].Since products such as AB are themselves oriented, they can be viewed as meta-sensors, and co-exclusion can then be applied recursively to them, resulting in a hierarchical structure, in fact,a cohomology. The goal-oriented run-time structure of Topsy can for its part be interpretedas an homology. The relationship between these can in turn be viewed as an instance of the\twisted isomorphism" between homology and cohomology, yielding a rich and detailed modelof distributed computation as well as a wealth of powerful and suggestive interpretations.Termination and invariantsUrsula Martin, Department of Computer Science, University of St Andrewsum@dcs.st-and.ac.ukMany di�erent techniques have been developed for proving the termination of programs orfunctions. Some are purely ad-hoc arguments developed solely to solve an immediate problem.However a typical termination proof involves �nding a quantity which decreases at each stepof a computation, or in other words �nding a well-founded ordering which is respected by theprocess we are considering. An extraordinary diversity of well-founded division orderings onstructures such as vectors, strings, partitions or terms have been devised to prove termination.Such orderings can also be used to constrain the search space in the search for solutions ornormal forms. 9



Recently Martin, Scott and others, [50, 52] have developed a classi�cation of such orderingsin terms of a family of numerical invariants which characterise an ordering by a sequence ofreal functions. The characterisation can be re�ned by counting occurrences of certain sub-structures, essentially using the theory of Lie elements in a free algebra.This classi�cation has practical implications, since we may attempt to decide if a certainsystem is terminating in such an ordering by solving certain linear or polynomial constraints.The ordering associates numeric and logical invariants to the underlying algorithms and datastructures. The link between these invariants, the mathematical structure of the search space,and the underlying algorithms is as yet largely unexplored. See also, [16, 51].(Editor's note: Professor Martin's talk was changed at the last minute. She actually spoke on\The princess and the plumber: the role of mathematics in computer science". No abstract isavailable for this.)Dynamics of computational processesGianfranco Mascari, University of Romemascari@vaxiac.iac.rm.cnr.itA challenging problem in modelling computational processes is to take into account the "mod-ularity of parallelism". We present an approach to modularity of parallelism in which the spaceof computations has a topological nature:{ modularity of computations is analysed by the methods of proof theory,{ parallelism of computations is analysed by the methods of quantum computation.The role of recent work in low dimensional topology and operators algebras is essential instudying such spaces of computations.For references, see [53, 54].Di�erential invariants in computer visionPeter Olver, Department of Mathematics, University of Minnesotaolver@ima.umn.eduRecent advances in computer vision, based on invariant geometric di�usion processes includingEuclidean and a�ne invariant curve shortening, have underscored the importance of the clas-sical theory of symmetry groups in the p.d.e. approach to image processing. In this talk, I willsurvey the basic theory of di�erential invariants, and show how they are practically employedto construct invariant di�erential equations. Recent work applying the theory of joint invari-ants to construct invariant �nite di�erence numerical approximations to di�erential invariantswill be outlined. Finally, I will discuss how such invariant di�usion equations are being usedfor multi-scale resolution, denoising, edge detection, and segmentation of real images, withparticular emphasis on medical image processing.10



Proof nets as formal Feynman diagramsPrakash Panangaden, Department of Computer Science, McGill Universityprakash@trichur.cs.mcgill.caProof Nets, introduced by Girard when he invented Linear Logic, have a subtle combinatorialtheory. The introduction of linear logic has revolutionized many semantical investigations. Forexample, the search for fully-abstract models of PCF and the analysis of optimal reductionstrategies have been guided by linear logic. In my talk I will show how proof nets can beinterpreted as operators in a simple calculus. This calculus was inspired by Feynman diagramsin quantum �eld theory. The ingredients are formal integrals, formal power series, a few spe-cial constants, addition and multiplication. A derivative operator, behaving like the familiarvariational derivative, is the basic operator acting on such expressions. The calculus of theseoperators captures the combinatorics of proof nets. Most of the manipulations closely resem-ble what one does in a beginning calculus course. In particular the \box" construct is justexponentiation and the nesting of boxes phenomenon is the analogue of an obvious di�erentialcalculus formula. The theorem that we ahve established is that we have a linear realizabilityalgebra (LRA). In origin and form this LRA is strikingly di�erent from any other in the extantliterature.This is joint work with Richard Blute of the University of Ottawa. See also [13].Computational and dynamical interpretations of mathematical structuresVaughan Pratt, Department of Computer Science, Stanford Universitypratt@cs.stanford.eduA Chu space (A;X) over a set K is a general-purpose concrete object having a dual object(X;A) and admitting both mathematical and computational interpretations.Organizing K as a quantale equips (A;X) with the structure of a metric space whose pointsrepresent the events of a schedule and whose distances represent sharp or fuzzy delays be-tween events. Dually (X;A) becomes a metric space whose points represent the states of anautomaton and whose distances represent sharp or fuzzy correlations between states. Di�erentquantale structures for K can lead to strikingly di�erent interpretations of (A;X) as a metricspace.We apply chain-folding to enumerate the 2n�2 chain quantales of n elements. The three non-trivial such of cardinality up to three �nd valuable employment in the process interpretationof Chu spaces, for respectively untimed automata making discrete transitions, higher dimen-sional automata making continuous transitions, and causal automata making circumspectivetransitions. For references, see, [59, 60, 61].On the decidability of a distributed decision taskSergio Rajsbaum, UNAM, Mexicorajsbaum@concha.matem.unam.mx 11



A task is a distributed coordination problem in which each process starts with a private inputvalue taken from some �nite set, communicates with the other processes by applying operationsto shared objects and eventually halts with a private output value, also taken from a �nite set.A protocol is a program that solves a task. We consdier protocols in which processes commu-nicate by shared read/write memory possibly augmented by other synchronization primitives.A protocol is t-resilient if it tolerates failures by t or fewer primitives.We say that tasks are decidable in a given model of computation if therte exists an e�ectiveprocedure for deciding whether a task has a t-resilient protocol in the model. We show that inmost models, tasks are undecidable by a reduction to the contractibility problem of topology.In the models where tasks are decidable we present algorithms.This is joint work with Maurice Herlihy. For references, see [39, 40, 41, 42]On the writing of numbersJacques Sakarovitch, Institut Blaise Pascal, Parisjacques.sakarovitch@ibp.frNumbers do exist by themselves, in abstracto. Some have even been given names, as 0, 1, �, e,etc. However, on many occasions, particularly in everyday life and in computer science, theyare dealt with by means of writing them, using a representation in some numeration system orother. They are thus turned into sequences (�nite or in�nite) of letters, usually called digits.We shall survey two main questions related to the treatment of such sequences by �nite au-tomata.The �rst one is the characterization, due to A. Cobham, of those sets of numbers that arede�nable by �nite automata in two di�erent bases. If the statement goes back to the earlyseventies, its proof has been reworked, clari�ed and simpli�ed quite recently, by means ofdi�erent techniquess: the use of logic and a generalization to higher dimensions.The second one is the treatment of representations of numbers in non classical systems (such asthe Fibonacci numeration system or the golden mean base system). In such systems the writingof every number is not necessarily unique. The characterization of those systems for whichthe normalization, ie: the transformation of any representation of a number into a suitablyprescribed one, may be realized by a �nite automaton will bring to light a close relationshipbetween Pisot numbers and �nite automata (and so�c dynamical systems, of course). Forreferences, see, [14, 25].Geometric ows: theory and applications in image analysisGuillermo Sapiro, HP Labs Palo Altoguille@hpl.hp.comThe explicit use of partial di�erential equations (PDE's) in image processing and computervision became an important research topic in the last years. A number of results related tothe theory of geometric PDE's and their applications in image processing and computer vision12



are presented in this talk.The topics we will cover in this tutorial presentation will be:a) Classical mathematical morphology - We show how classical operations of mathematicalmorphology can be de�ned via geometric PDE's, based on the theory of curve evolution.b) A�ne invariant scale-space - We briey describe how to extend classical results on Euclideancurve evolution to the a�ne case. Extensions to other groups will be given in other lecturesat the workshop.c) Geometric segmentation - We show the relation between energy snakes and geodesic com-putations for image segmentation. We prove that the solution to the active contours problemis given by a geodesic curve in a Riemannian space. A novel object detection algorithm is thenproposed, based on a geometric PDE computing the geodesic curve. Results for 2D, 3D, color,and texture images are shown.d) Histogram modi�cation. We show how to improve the image contrast based on PDE's.e) Anisotropic di�usion of color images. We present a PDE to perform anisotropic di�usionin general Riemannian spaces. Examples for color data are provided. For references, see[15, 57, 63].Bezout's Theorem and ComplexityMike Shub, IBM Yorktown Heightsshub@watson.ibm.comWe discuss the problem of locating the zeros of systems of algebraic equations from the point ofview of complexity theory. The main theorem asserts that with respect to a reasonable measureon the space of n polynomial equations of degrees d1; � � � ; dn in n unknowns, an approximatezero may be found with the number of arithmetic operations a low degree polynomial in theinput size. This is joint work with Steve Smale. For a reference see, [67].Invariance, termination, and time re�nement in structured dynamical systemsM. Sintzo�, Department of Computing Science and Engineering, University of Louvainms@info.ucl.ac.beNon-deterministic iterative programs can be viewed as discrete-time dynamical systems wheretransitions are relational, viz. multivalued. The analysis of programs by set functions (viz.predicate transformers) entails a set-based viewpoint of the dynamics, instead of the moreusual point-based viewpoint. This facilitates the qualitative characterization of control modes,[46, 62], the de�nition of invariance, attraction and topological transitivity in the case ofrelational discrete-time dynamical systems, [68], and the compositional analysis of complexdynamics from simple ones, [69].Here, we pursue this approach in order to tackle continuous-time systems together withdiscrete-time ones, and to ensure termination (viz. �nite-time attraction) in addition to in-13



variance and attraction. In hybrid systems, which also support the composition of continuousstate-transitions and discrete ones, the latter ones are always assumed to be instantaneous.Here, we view discrete state-changes as abstractions of continuous ones: indeed, a discreteapproximation, as any approximation, amounts to an abstraction. In this light, discrete-timephases are assumed to take non-zero time; this allows to keep a uniform underlying modelof the dynamics. Discrete vector �elds are so to speak plunged into continuous ones; this isachieved by a time re�nement which yields a linear interpolation of discrete ows into con-tinuous ows. The common underlying model is that of piecewise-smooth ows. Since thediscrete steps can be re�ned into continuous ones, continuous and discrete phases in dynamicsare interchangeable.The veri�cation laws for the invariance and the termination of continuous-time systems anddiscrete-time ones can then be restated in quite similar ways. Invariance is based on a localinvariance de�ned in terms of continuous- or discrete-time transitions. Termination, i.e. �nite-time attraction, is ensured by Lyapunov stability functions with a negative slope; in the caseof discrete time, these functions amount to Floyd termination functions.In this context, it is straightforward to compose dynamical systems using both kinds of time.This reminds of the freedom to compose program components using di�erent data types. Asa �rst step in this direction, we here consider classical means such as sequential compositionand iteration; ows are concatenated as in the case of motion composition.The proposed framework leaves the structure of reasoning invariant under change of time types.In consequence, the composition and design methods known for continuous-time systems canbe reused for discrete-time ones, and conversely.Filter automata and their particlesPawel Siwak, Poznan University of Technologypsiw@agat.sk-kari.poz.edu.plThis lecture is focussed on my idea of �lter automata (FA) and on their particles. The �lterautomaton, F , is a sequential transducer. We use it in iterative processing of sequences ofsymbols. This computation may be equivalent to a pipeline of copies of F , or to a one-way linearcellular automaton (OLCA). The sites in such an OLCA follow rather Mealy model propertieswhich is in contrast to Moore type model typically employed as cells. Such an approach iscrucial to support moving periodic substrings, known widely as particles. These particlesseem to mimic the phenomenon of solitary waves, or solitons. On the space time diagrams ofthe automata, one can observe a variety of soliton behaviours: higher order solitons, solitoncollisions with non-demolition interaction, mutual interaction and jumps. We also observedannihilating solitons, fusion of solitons, decay of solitons and other fascinating phenomena. Sofar as I know, not all of these have been observed experimentally. The lecture will present asketch of the theory of �lter automata.Blum-Shub-Smale theorySteve Smale, City University Hong Kongmasmale@sobolev.cityu.edu.hk 14



We will transform the big problem of computer science \does P=NP?" into an algebraic settingand then give some recent related mathematical developments. For references, see [12, 66].Factorization of linear ordinary di�erential operators: old (mathematical) results and theirmodern computer echoSergei Tsarev, Krasnoyarsk State Pedagogical Universitytsarev@class.mian.suThis is in fact an exposition of some results about e�ectivization of the factorization techniquefor solution of linear ODE which was paid so much attention in the last decade on the basisof results obtained more than 90 years ago. See, for instance, [28, 47, 64].
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